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Sketchbook:  Minimum 8 ½ x 11” spiral bound sketchbook with heavy weight drawing paper. One 
that allows you to fold the sheets back all the way.  If you have one started you may use that.  

Pencils:   At least a 2 or 3H (hard) graphite pencil along with an HB or 2B (soft) pencil.   

Pens:  Water-soluble ink pens such as ball-point or Pilot Razor. Permanent ink pens such as Microns, 
Pitt or Copic pens  that are portable and does not require separate ink to refill. Any others you may 
have and want to try.  

Colored Pencil:  A good quality (12 or more) set such as Prismacolor (ones that you can get a rich 
color). You may opt to buy single pencils in your favorite colors instead of a full set. Make sure these 
are sharpened before class.  

Sharpener: Small hand held plus a small square of fine sandpaper.  

Eraser: White plastic.  

Supply Bag or Pack  

Clothing: Dress for the outdoors, hats and sunglasses are good for glare.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Optional:  
Folding stool or chair: You may also use the benches in the Gardens  

Watercolors: A small set, brushes, and unbreakable sealed water container. Another option to this 
is a Pentel Aquash Waterbrush Pen (holds water in the handle). We will not use these on the first 
day, I will go over how to make a set out of existing tube paints if you prefer not to buy the pan sets. 
Water-soluble pencils are fun to try also instead of paints.  

Archival Tape or glue for adhering misc. materials onto pages.  

Misc. Papers: Scraps of drawing and watercolor papers to try by pasting onto sketchbook pages. 
Envelopes for collecting (for leaves and such), also to be pasted in.  

Field Guides, Camera, Hand Lens (or magnifier), and Binoculars.  

  

Recommended reading:  
Field Sketching or Keeping a Nature Journal by Claire-Leslie Walker  

A Trail through Leaves by Hanna Hinchmann  

How to Keep a Scrapbook Journal by Claudia Nice  

Sierra Club Guide to Sketching in Nature by Cathy Johnson  


